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Enterprise, Nevada, January 11, 2022 — Army Veteran Randell S. Hynes is asking his neighbors in the
recently redrawn Nevada Congressional District 3 to Vote and consider him as a moderate who will
represent the will of the People for only a one-term.

Hynes says he will represent the affordable priorities of most Nevadans and as a right of center
moderate will not consider party interests in policy decisions. “100% of considerations for advancing
Federal policy is reserved for the People.” By committing to only one-term he can devote all his time
advancing policy and not continuous re-election fundraising.

He chose to run in Democratic Party Primary because of his support of Roe v Wade and the clear
dominance of the Voters registered as Democrats over Republicans here.

His policy positions will align with thousands of District 3 Independents who outnumber membership of
each major party there and in Nevada, similar to the trends documented by Gallup Party
Affiliations trends since 2004. 41% of Voters are Independents nationwide, 37.5% of Clark County
Voters are not registered with either major Party.

All Nevadans Can Vote in a Party Primary Election

Independents are slightly inconvenienced by Party label requirements of the Primary elections, which
are called “closed”, although any Voter can take steps to get a ballot by mail or at the polls. Same-Day
Party Updates give Independents a workaround to Vote in a Democratic Party or Republican Party
Primary election. That June election will decide who will be on the ballot in the November 8th General
Election.

Every eligible Nevada Voter will receive a ballot by mail if their Party label is Democrat or Republican
by June 1st. Historically in District 3 Primary turnout has been under 12% of mostly partisan Voters,
who nominate the most partisan candidate. Independents usually stay home, either by choice or
unaware they have an option to Vote. Having a moderate candidate in the Democratic Primary will add
value to Independent Votes.

Previously, Independents had no easy way to Vote or the motivation to participate in a Party election.
By not voting in the Primary election Independents and Party members allow just a few Party members
to decide who will be on the ballot in the General election.

By selecting a Party label other than a major party, Independents are showing how they feel, as
reflected in the county statistics. However, selecting a Party label on the Voter registration application is
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not a Vote. And if a Voter is reluctant to change that label before the Primary election, then they are
forbidden from Voting.

The Primary election Vote of Independents who can stomach the cringe of changing to a major party
label will make the nominees for major Parties more representative of the district. A moderate
candidate may be the best choice. More Voting in Primary elections will encourage more moderates to
run for Congress in future elections, after they can anticipate that more Voters will show up.
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